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Answer all the followinq questions: [100 MarksJ

Question I (35 marhs)
A) Find the solution of the Linear programming problem Graphically only

MinF=2rr - r ,

S . l .  r r *  r r )  $

x ' *x '17

5r ' r *4r r<40

xr rxr  2  0
And. then show on the graph each of the following expressions:
i) Vertex points ii) Convex set ifi) Feasible region
iyl l-typer-pb-+-e-.- - - y).-o.-p-!rnel g.et_s!:g_+-_._._ _._.:._ ._(_tg ysr!_")_
B) Use the simplex method to

Max Z=3xr* 2xr* xU,

andsub jec ted to "  
/ . n  * r y  r r y : ?Axr* *2 t *J = 30,

2xr+ \xr+ *J160, G0 m,arhs)
xr* 2xr* SxU<40,

il#;;if:,r#,nr*r--- -
(i) Unbounded solution (ii) Infeasible solution (iii) Redundant constrained.,
(iu) Multiple optima (u) Unbounded feasible region (unbounded solution),
(ui) Unbounded feasible region ftounded solution). g marhs)

(D) rfthe sample space of a random experiment is 5 =,{1,.1,5}, r-a the algebra

and v-eri$r that it is satisfies the tlrree conditions. (i marhs)

(E) One card is drawn at random from a box containing 40 cards numbered from 1
to 40, find the probability of each of the following:
(i) The event A = Drawing a card carrying a number divisible by 4.
(ii)The event B = Drawing a card carrying a number divisible by 6.
(iii)The event C = Drawing a card carrying a number divisible by 4 and by 6.
(iu)The event D = Drawing a cq.rd carrying a number divisible by 4 or by 6.
(u) The event E = Drawing a card carrying a numbet' only divisible by 4. (E marhs)



Ouestion 2 (65 marhs)
(A) The weights in grams of 50 apples picked out at random from a consignment
are as follows:

106 10? 76 82 109 10? 115 93 L87 95 123 r25 111
92 86 70 126 68 130 L29 139 119 115 L28 100 186
84 99 113 204 111 L4t 136 L23 90 115 98 110 78
90 107 81 131 75 84'" 104 110 80 118 82
Form the grouped frequency table by dividing the variant range into

intervals of equal width, each corresponding to 20 ,grams, in such a way that the

s'_+-y1l-y9 "{!hqF:!-.1*: -.qv-9rp-9r$ tg J-9 ggep-:- - -._._ _ _ _ _._!!_y::tg_
(B) Given the following frequency table (10 marhs)

Class .r5 - 25 25-  35 35-45 45-55 55-65
Frequency I 3 6 5 4

Calcu[te {i) the Arithmetic Mean (ii) lhe Median. (iii) the Mode
(C) Given the following foequency table

Classes 10-20 20-30 30-40 40-50
Frequency 40 25 80 45

9{g.yl+!e _ _$)_ _P9.gg.g1qY.gp_._._. _._(r_l.I!."__Geometric Mean (il marhs)
rpl r"t tr* f;trow'nt iiti, tz, iz , fs, i6; i6, s, 9, i0 c;i."d6l d; *;i]
(i) The arithmetic mean (ii) Geometric mean (tii) Harmonic mean
(iu) T}r'e Median (u) The Mode (oi) The Mean Deviation
(uii)Yanance, (uiii) Standard Deviation (ir) The Coefficient of variation

fx+1 - lSx<O

(E) For a continuous random variable, let fk)=1":+-1 1<x<B
14 4
L0 ,, elsewhere

Ts f(x) a density function? If so find the distribution function F(x). I!!:::!L
(E) Calculate the Mean deviation, Variance, Standard Deviation, and the

ient of variation for the followine data: IO
CIass 10-20 20-30 30-40 40-50 50-60 total

f 10 20 30 25 15 100

marhs)Coefficie

(G) A discrete random variable tc of range {0,' 1_, 2, 3} an{-ifs-FFreba+itity

distribution is given

Find the value of a.

by the function P(x)=a(t t 2)'c-1 for each r in the range,
(5 ma
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